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OUTLINE 
 
The PNH Assay is considered a “quasi-quantitative” assay where numeric results are reported, but the results are 
considered only an estimate due to the lack of reference standards and a calibration curve. Certain parameters, 
such as accuracy and recovery cannot be demonstrated in these assays. The 2018 ICCS/ESCCA PNH Consensus 
Guidelines provide detailed information for establishing performance specifications for this assay, which is 
required prior to testing and reporting patient results. Since this high-sensitivity assay is a rare event analysis, it is 
mandatory to validate the ability of the assay to distinguish true signals (PNH cells) from background (LOB) and to 
precisely measure a very small amount of PNH cells. This particular document will focus on the practical aspects of 
establishing an acceptable Limit of Blank (LOB), as well as verifying the Limit of Detection (LOD) and Lower Limit of 
Quantification (LLOQ) using a “spiking experiment” as noted on in the recently published ICCS/ESCCA PNH 
Consensus Guidelines. 
 

• A prerequisite to establishing and validating a good PNH assay is having an acceptable background or Limit 
of Blank (LOB). This is accomplished by running at least 10 normal donor samples using the optimized high 
sensitivity PNH assay in your lab.  Based on previous publications (2012 Practical PNH Guidelines) the 
mean number of PNH RBCs is 4 PNH Type III events in 1,000,000 CD235a+ RBCs and the mean number of 
PNH neutrophils is 13 PNH phenotypes in 1,000,000 CD15+ neutrophils. LOB is defined as the highest 
apparent signal expected in the absence of the measurand (i.e. a non-PNH sample). LOB is calculated as 
the Mean of the blank +1.645 SD.  
 

• The Limit of Detection (LOD) is defined as the ability to detect the measurand at a level that can reliably 
be distinguished from the LOB, where 95% of the low level PNH samples can be detected above the LOB. 
The LOD can be calculated as the Mean of the blank +3SD.   
 

• The Lower Limit of Quantification (LLOQ) is defined as the lowest concentration that can be readily 
detected with acceptable accuracy and precision. This LLOQ is verified by performing a “spiking 
experiment” where a sample containing a large and clearly delineated PNH + population is spiked into a 
normal donor sample (same matrix) creating artificial concentrations that cover the whole range of the 
assumed linearity (providing percentages of target PNH cells that cover the range down to the estimated 
LLOQ of 0.01% for RBCs).  A minimum of 5 levels should be tested in replicates of 3. Acceptable precision 
between the 3 replicates should be; if PNH clone is > 0.1%, a %CV should be <10%; if PNH clone is <0.1%, a 
%CV should be <30%.  There must be at least 50 positive clustered PNH events to interpret and report the 
result as a positive quantitated PNH clone. The LOD can be defined as at least 20-50 positive clustered 
PNH events to interpret the result as a PNH detected. Some experienced laboratories may feel 
comfortable recognizing “clustered” PNH phenotypes that fall below the LLOQ, but above the LOD. In this 
instance, we suggest to report such findings as “small number PNH phenotypes detected but not 
quantifiable”. 
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In summary, as part of the assay validation process, each lab must establish and verify their own LOB 
(background), LOD (at which point the lab is going to report a detectable population of PNH cells) and LLOQ (this  
percentage is reproducibly based on at least 50 PNH cells). The spiking experiment demonstrates that your 
laboratory can recover the appropriate level of sensitivity with your reagents, procedure, staff, and equipment.  
 
An example of the details of the actual spiking experiment in triplicates (3 runs) is seen in figures 2, 3, and 4 and 
tables 1, 2, and 3.  A downloadable table with embedded formulas to calculate SD and CV and estimated LOD and 
LLOQ is provided for personal laboratory use.     
 
PROCEDURE/PROCESS 
 
Sample Requirements: Use blood from normal donor and a PNH+ Sample with a clone size of at least 50% in the 

WBCs and 20% clearly delineated Type III RBCs. The sample should be processed within 24 hours (48 hours is 
also acceptable if the sample was kept at 4oC). For the RBC part, it is best to use a PNH sample that has no or 
very few PNH Type II phenotypes as the separation between PNH type II and normal RBCs may be difficult to 
standardize (see example below). 

 
 

Preparing a serial dilution: 
1. Label 5 tubes with 1:10, 1:100, 1:1,000, 1:10,000, and 1:100,000 
2. Carefully pipette (use reverse-pipetting [RP] throughout) 450 µL of normal blood sample into all tubes 

taking care not to leave blood on the inside walls of any tube 
3. To make 1:10 Dilution: Add (RP) 50 µl of PNH+ peripheral blood into tube ‘1:10’, and carefully remove tip 

to avoid leaving blood trails on the inside of the tube and discard tip. Mix gently by ‘swirling’ on vortex set 
at low speed to avoid distributing the sample onto the walls of the tube 

4. To make 1:100 Dilution: Carefully take 50 µl of 1:10 dilution sample (RP) using fresh tip and add to tube 
“1:100” and mix gently again, before carefully removing tip as above 

5. To make 1:1,000 Dilution: Carefully take 50 µl of 1:100 dilution sample (RP) and add to tube “1:1,000” and 
mix gently as above 

6. To make 1:10,000 Dilution: Carefully take 50 µl of 1:1,000 dilution sample (using RP) and add to tube 
“1:10,000” and mix gently as above 

7. To make 1:100,000 Dilution: Carefully take 50 µl of 1:10,000 dilution sample (using RP) and add to tube 
“1:100,000” and mix 

 
A - RBC spiking experiment:  

1. Label 7 tubes as below:  
a. "neat" (PNH blood) 
b. 1:10  
c. 1:100  
d. 1:1,000  
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e. 1:1,0000  
f. 1:100,000  
g. "control" (normal blood) 

2. To prepare 1:100 dilution of PNH blood, serially diluted samples described above, and normal blood, 
pipette 990uL of clean PBS into each tube. 

3. Add 10ul of PNH blood, serially diluted blood samples, and normal blood into the corresponding labeled 
tubes. This procedure generates a duplicate set of tubes at 1:100 dilutions for the RBC spiking experiment.  

4. Prepare a second set of 7 tubes labeled as above. 
5. Add 100ul of the 1:100 dilutions prepared above into the corresponding labeled tubes. 
6. Proceed with the RBC staining, acquisition and analysis procedures on all 7 tubes. 
7. See Figure 1 for more detail. 
8. See Figure 2 for analysis plots. 
9. See Table 1 for numerical results.  
 

B - WBC spiking experiment: 
1. Label 7 tubes as below:  

a. "neat" (PNH blood) 
b. 1:10  
c. 1:100  
d. 1:1,000 * 
e. 1:1,0000* 
f. 1:100,000* 
g. "control" (normal blood)* 

2. Add 100ul of PNH blood, serially diluted blood samples, and normal blood into the corresponding labeled 
tubes. 

3. Proceed with WBC staining, acquisition and analysis procedures on all 7 tubes 
4. See figures 1 for more detail 
5. See Figure 3 and 4 for analysis plots 
6. See Table 2 and 3 for numerical results.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of spiking experiment showing neat (PNH blood), dilutions and control (normal blood) 

* In order to recover statistically sufficient# of PNH cells, 
these dilutions require more volume of blood to be set up:  

• Set up x 5 tubes with 100µl blood and antibodies 
• Process separately according to SOP 
• Prior to washing step, combine into one tube, 

wash with PBA and resuspend in 1ml of PBA. 
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RESULTS 
 

All plots were processed and analyzed on a BD FACS Canto based on the ICCS/ESCCA PNH Consensus Guidelines 
(part 2) and results were entered in a spreadsheet provided with this module. 
 
RBC Plots: 

 
Figure 2: Red blood cell (RBC) spiking experiment (corresponding flow cytometry analysis dot plots of the spiking experiment in triplicate) 
 

 
RBC Results: 

 
 

  

Avg SD %CV %CV*
# aquired 
RBCs % PNH #PNH

# aquired 
RBCs %PNH #PNH

# aquired 
RBCs %PNH #PNH %PNH %PNH %PNH Precision

Neat 100,117 78.5471 78,639 100,029 77.8954 77,918 100,282 78.3710 78,592 78.27117 0.275261 0.351677 pass
1:10 99,634 7.2917 7,265 99,630 7.0862 7,060 99,681 7.1779 7,155 7.185267 0.084057 1.169846 pass
1:100 99,542 0.7735 770 100,026 0.7558 756 99,824 0.7894 788 0.7729 0.013724 1.775612 pass
1:1,000 1,000,030 0.0714 714 1,104,041 0.0662 731 997,127 0.0740 738 0.070533 0.003243 4.5975 pass
1:10,000 995,674 0.0088 88 999,204 0.0081 81 996,543 0.0089 89 0.0086 0.000356 4.138402 pass LLOQ
1:100,000 992,399 0.0018 18 997,279 0.0011 11 995,537 0.0011 11 0.001333 0.00033 24.74874 BLQ LOD
Normal 1,088,338 0.0004 4 996,767 0.0006 6 1,000,465 0.0004 4 0.0005 0.0001 20.2031 N/A

Table 1.  Red blood cell spiking experiment

*Acceptable precision between the 3 replicates should be; if PNH clone is > 0.1%, a %CV should be <10%; if PNH clone is <0.1%, a %CV should be <30%.  BLQ=below level 
of quantification.  N/A= not applicable

Dilution
Run 1 Run2 Run3
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Neutrophil Plots: 
 

 
Figure 3: Neutrophil (Neut) spiking experiment (corresponding 4-color flow cytometry analysis dot-plots of the spiking experiment in triplicate) 

 
Neutrophil Results: 

 
 
  

Avg SD %CV %CV*
# aquired 
neutrophils % PNH #PNH # aquired 

neutrophils %PNH #PNH # aquired 
neutrophils %PNH #PNH %PNH %PNH %PNH Precision

Neat 48,527 94.7699 45,989 48,323 94.7768 45,799 48,570 94.9413 46,113 94.82933 0.079222 0.083542 pass
1:10 50,824 4.7241 2,401 48,647 4.6889 2,281 47,581 4.4997 2,141 4.637567 0.09854 2.124819 pass
1:100 48,083 0.4659 224 47,274 0.4400 208 47,568 0.4793 228 0.461733 0.016312 3.532869 pass
1:1,000 284,539 0.0531 151 260,907 0.0563 147 311,067 0.0643 200 0.0579 0.00471 8.135186 pass LLOQ
1:10,000 288,882 0.0052 15 283,658 0.0071 20 251,549 0.0087 22 0.007 0.001431 20.43739 BLQ LOD
1:100,000 280,106 0.0029 8 271,970 0.0029 8 245,811 0.0037 9 0.003167 0.000377 11.90917 N/A
Normal 305,890 0.0020 6 276,294 0.0018 5 265,577 0.0034 9 0.0024 0.000712 29.65855 N/A
*Acceptable precision between the 3 replicates should be; if PNH clone is > 0.1%, a %CV should be <10%; if PNH clone is <0.1%, a %CV should be <30%.  BLQ=below level 
of quantification.  N/A= not applicable

Table 2.  Neutrophil spiking experiment

Dilution
Run 1 Run2 Run3
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Monocyte Plots: 

 
Figure 4. Monocyte (Mono) spiking experiment (corresponding 4-color flow cytometry analysis dot-plots of the spiking experiment in triplicate) 
 

Monocyte Results: 

 
 
Table 4 below demonstrates the theoretical total acquired events needed for desired sensitivity.  Desired 
sensitivity (LLOQ) for the quantification of PNH cells in red blood cells (0.01%), neutrophils (0.05%-0.1%) and 
monocytes (0.25%-0.5%). LLOQ in monocytes is variable depending on the number of available cells for 
acquisition. The desired LOD and LLOQ stated in this table need to be verified by the laboratory through the 
spiking experiment presented in this module. 
 

It should be noted that for very low numbers of PNH cells, the CV of the PNH population is based on the number 
of target events collected, not total events. For example if the desired CV is 10% and the frequency of PNH cells is 
1/10000 (0.01%) then with 100 target events  (n) collected the CV can be achieved. This is based on Poisson 
statistics, where the SD is the √n and % CV is the SD/n. 
In this case √100= 10 (SD), CV =(10/100)*100 = 10%. In this case 1x106 total events would have been collected to 
acquire 100 target events.  
 

Avg SD CV %CV*
# aquired 
monocytes % PNH #PNH # aquired 

monocytes %PNH #PNH # aquired 
monocytes %PNH #PNH %PNH %PNH %PNH Precision

Neat 7,413 89.6398 6,645 7,019 89.5997 6,289 6,914 89.2392 6,170 89.4929 0.180138 0.201288 pass
1:10 8,180 4.3276 354 8,566 4.0859 350 8,435 3.8293 323 4.080933 0.20346 4.985635 pass
1:100 8,792 0.4550 40 8,481 0.3891 33 8,406 0.4045 34 0.4162 0.028147 6.762825 pass LLOQ
1:1,000 45,130 0.0355 16 45,968 0.0370 17 54,458 0.0477 26 0.040067 0.005432 13.55792 BLQ LOD
1:10,000 48,947 0.0041 2 49,272 0.0041 2 42,089 0.0048 2 0.004333 0.00033 7.614996 N/A
1:100,000 47,574 0.0084 4 54,238 0.0055 3 50,296 0.0020 1 0.0053 0.002617 49.37007 N/A
Normal 47,243 0.0021 1 49,532 0.0000 0 45,829 0.0000 0 0.0007 0.00099 141.4214 N/A

Table 3.  Monocyte spiking experiment

*Acceptable precision between the 3 replicates should be; if PNH clone is > 0.1%, a %CV should be <10%; if PNH clone is <0.1%, a %CV should be <30%.  BLQ=below 
level of quantification.  N/A= not applicable

** The number of monocytes acquired depends on the number of neutrophils acquired and will vary.

Dilution
Run 1 Run2 Run3
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The following table is based on collecting at least 50 PNH cells, which would be expected to give a CV of 
approximately 15% using the above calculation. 
 

Total number of 
gated cells acquired 

Quasi-Quantitative Assay using 
LLOQ (>50 PNH cells) 

Qualitative Assay using 
LOD (>20 PNH cells) 

Desired 
Sensitivity 

     10,000 0.5% 0.2% Monos 
     20,000 0.25% 0.1% Monos 
     30,000 0.17% 0.066%  
     40,000 0.125 0.05%  
     50,000 0.1% 0.04% Neutrophils 
   100,000 0.05% 0.02% Neutrophils 
   200,000 0.025% 0.01%  
   300,000 0.017% 0.007%  
   400,000 0.0125% 0.005%  
   500,000 0.01% 0.004% RBC 
1,000,000 0.005% 0.002%  

 
Table 4: Desired sensitivity (LLOQ) for the quantification of PNH cells in red blood cells (0.01%), neutrophils (0.05%-0.1%) and monocytes (0.25%-0.5%). 
LLOQ in monocytes is variable depending on the number of available cells for acquisition. 

 
SUMMARY 
 
Based on this laboratory's experiments, the RBC assay shows an estimated LLOQ of 0.01% and an LOD of 0.002% 
based on an acquisition of 1,000,000 gated events. The neutrophils assay shows an estimated LLOQ of 0.05% and 
LOD of 0.005% based on an acquisition of approximately 500,000 gates events. The monocytes assay's LLOQ and 
LOD are variable based on the fact that the number of available monocytes is typically variable.   
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